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The World according to Stephan Goldrajch
Presented for the first time by SAGE Paris, Stephan Goldrajch, proposes a number of colored masks and
colorful watercolors that, with a hint of humor, appear to come from a fantasy world filled with dreams and
animated by magic rituals that make us think to the North carnivals, to African rituals and stunningly to the
most extraordinary James Ensor’s works.
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Presented for the first time by SAGE Paris, Stephan Goldrajch, proposes a number of colored masks and colorful
watercolors that, with a hint of humor, appear to come from a fantasy world filled with dreams and animated by magic
rituals that make us think to the North carnivals, to African rituals and stunningly to the most extraordinary James
Ensor’s works.

Stephan Goldrajch’s works of art are in private and public institutions including : Wiels Contemporary Art Centre in
Brussels, Invisible Dog in New York, the Arts Museum in Haifa, Saint-Herblain Arts Centre in France, Ixelles Museum,
Tanzmesse in Düsseldorf, Contemporary Arts Centre L’iselp in Brussels, Halles Saint Géry in Brussels, Baronian Art
gallery, in Brussels.
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« I feel like I am an embroiderer, an artisan who, with his approach, has the mission to create a link, to generate relations
with people. I feel like I am the heir of different arts, of popular and ancestral practices which I transform, I reinterpret
and I embrace. »
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